VGBC

AMSA

Rank: #10 (Previous rank #24)

Notable Placings
Genesis 5:

9th

Amsa’s decision to play a character that isn’t Fox has always
been an enigma to Americans but his genuine love of the game and
his character has endeared him to the entire smash community.
After a gruelling campaign Amsa was finally able to make it
Smash Summit 5 where he was able to clutch it out against Blea Gelo
and take home a respectable 13th place. His unorthodox approach to
Jenga unfortunately didn’t work and he was narrowly defeated by
HungryBox in grand finals.
Amsa was determined to reach top 10 this year but it wouldn’t be
easy. Amsa had a tough bracket in which he managed to beat SFAT
as well as his personal demon Wizzrobe in what many thought was an
unwinnable matchup.
Unfortunately his run came to an end right before top 8 as he was
forced to battle HugS. Despite arguably having the skill, he was too
nice to be able to defeat him on his birthday so graciously took the fall.

MVG Echo Fox

Mew2King

Rank: #9 (Previous rank #4)

Notable Placings
Genesis 5:

9th

Mew2King has long been heralded as one of the Five Gods of
Melee and is arguably the most technically knowledgable player of all
time with his unmatched obsessive attention to detail and incredible
insight into the inner workings of smash.
In game he is known for his intelligent and optimal decision
making and is actually half robot and half human. When his robot half
is taking over he is an unstoppable juggernaught, making nothing but
clean, perfect decisions and brutal punishes. However, sometimes his
human half takes over and can cost him games against players
beneath his caliber.
This year after reaching an all time low on the PR he shocked the
world by quitting Melee singles after 12 years to focus exclusively on
becoming the best doubles player in the world. Given his choice of
team mate it doesn’t seem as far fetched as one may think.
Here’s hoping he finds a way to balance his two halves over the next
11 months. We love you Jason.

Dignitas HugS
Rank: #8 (Previous rank #23)

Notable Placings
Genesis 5:

7th

Despite being thought of as a harmless old man, HugS is a strong
analytic player with great mental fortitude and a great deal of matchup
knowledge in even the most unlikely situations.
Dignitas had a plan to make sure they had 2 top players in 2018.
First phase of the plan began with HugS demonstrating his alcohol
tolerance by defeating a casual after taking 5 shots. Impressed by
this, Digitas also enlisted Mang0’s famous drinking buddy Lucky to
test out their potent yet effective performance enhancing alcohol.
This year has proven a startling success for their efforts and has
allowed HugS to perform at a level he hasn’t played at since all the
way back in 2007. Given that this drug has only just begun to work its
magic we can expect HugS and Lucky to achieve great feats and
challenge the current top 6 over the next 11 months.

Tempo Axe
Rank: #7 (Previous rank #7)

Notable Placings
Genesis 5:

7th

Axe is actually a contender for the number one player in the world
but intentionally chooses a low tier character in order to handicap
himself. He is known for his spectacular neutral game that would make
him undefeatable in any other fighting game.
After an insane run at Smash Summit 5, Axe was considered to
be on par with the upper echelon of players and was expected to do
great things in 2018.
Coming into the year Axe was able to convincingly defeat S2J and
Crush to reach top 8 of Genesis 5. In this first round he faced off
against Mang0 and was able to keep it close as both players played
amazingly but unfortunately for Axe, Mang0 was able to clutch it out in
game 5. Hopefully Axe will continue his amazing play for the rest of
the year.

Dignitas Lucky
Rank: #6 (Previous rank #17)

Notable Placings
Genesis 5:

5th

Lucky is an awesome badass player who can handle his drink.
Naturally this made him the ideal candidate for Dignitas’ experimental
formula for great Melee. Lucky is known for his awesome swagtacular
explosive Norwalk style of Fox.
Lucky’s run last year was considered great but with the help of
Dignitas he was finally able to achieve godlike powers. Unfortunately
their plan backfired during Genesis 5 where he was forced to play
against his teammate HugS due to Nintendo’s vendetta against
Dignitas.
Most player’s would have taken a dive considering it was HugS’
birthday but Lucky had his sights set on glory and betrayed his best
friend, stabbing him in the back before being promptly crushed by
Armada in a devastating 3-0.
Lucky has astounding potential but needs to learn to not be
overwhelmed by this power.

Cloud9 Mang0
Rank: #5 (Previous rank #3)

Notable Placings
Genesis 5:

5th

Former perennial number 3 player, Mang0 is known for being like
Lucky but better (sorry Joey). He grew a beard to reflect his wild, sexy
and untamed aggressive play style with lots of hairy mistakes. Despite
repeatedly making stupid decisions that cost him vital games he is one
of the flashiest players to ever touch a controller and has legions of
fans waiting to watch him push the game to its limits.
Mang0’s performance in 2017 was spectacular as always and
many players couldn’t wait for him to lose in grand finals of every
tournament again in 2018.
As fate would have it however, Mang0’s Mario Party training is in
vain as he faces off against the unstoppable Plup and Leffen resulting
in an unfortunate 5th place finish.

Alliance

Armada

Rank: #4 (Previous rank #2)

Notable Placings
Genesis 5:

4th

I’m afraid to say it but the GOAT is washed. Despite being the
reigning number #1 player for several years he has hit a disgustingly
low 4th place due to his extremely one sided head to head records
against Plup and Leffen, not managing to take a single set of either of
them this season, not even taking a single game off Plup.
Armada is known for his exceedingly strong punish game and
hatred of Jigglypuff for her inability to be punished. His mental game is
also impressive, being known for making reverse 3-0’s regularly.
One thing that can be said about Armada is that he has never lost to a
player outside of the top 3 which speaks volumes about his
consistency. If he keeps improving his game he’s certainly a strong
contender for the number 1 spot next month.

TSM Leffen
Rank: #3 (Previous rank #6)

Notable Placings
Genesis 5:

3rd

Leffen is known for his sophisticated and disciplined Fox with a
strong punish game and incredible reactions. However, he is perhaps
better known for his strong twitter game, possibly the strongest in all of
Melee history.
Leffen regularly tweets after every single set he plays which
Melee historians have used to document valuable information
regarding the Marth-Fox matchup statistics. If Leffen’s tweets are to
believed then Fox doesn’t have a positive matchup against every
character in the game. Although it seems like a ludicrous idea the
sheer volume of tweets makes a compelling case.
Leffen’s twitter game was intensified during this season where he
regularly came up against his arch-nemesis Hungrybox and was
defeated both times in a nail-biting game 5 scenario. Unfortunately for
twitter it’s getting increasingly hard for Leffen to be taken seriously if
he keeps losing like this.

Liquid HungryBox
Rank: #2 (Previous rank #1)

Notable Placings
Genesis 5:

2nd

As the former number one player in the world, Juan “HungryBox”
Deibidab looked all but unstoppable coming off his hot 2017
undefeated win streak, winning like 5 national tournaments in a row,
including consistently beating Armada in the fan favourite FoxJigglypuff matchup.
After not dropping a single set at Smash Summit 5 which must
have been so hard since he had Blea Gelo in his pool HungryBox
showed his mastery of the Fox-Jigglypuff matchup being able to
consistently back air for up to 8 minutes at a time without dropping a
single one.
As their twitter feud brew, Leffen, known as The Godslayer, was
poised to slay HungryBox at Genesis 5 but lost sets to him in both
winner’s and loser’s bracket. Does this mean HungryBox is not a
God? I know the next person on this list has gone on record as never
saying this.

PG Plup
Rank: #1 (Previous rank #5)

Notable Placings
Genesis 5:

1st

Melee now officially belongs to the Plup Club. This man is a
legend. This man is my soul mate. He can place 5th at a major with
Luigi, win a goddamn super major with Zelda, including crushing
Armada in a humiliating 3-0. Goodness.
Known for his unpredictable and creative style, this man refuses to
let people tell him what to do. This man doesn’t play by the rules, he
makes the rules. Plup is currently the only smasher in the world with a
positive record against every other player and did it all in dinosaur
trousers.
People loved the idea of a Mang0-Armada grand finals because it
brought them comfort. Change is scary, technology and political
change, leaving the world to future generations. We don’t like giving up
old friends and starting anew. Some of us would rather live a bad life
than risk finding a good one. Plup is here to remind us to put our faith
into trying something new. Plup is here to save Melee. But not in the
way you think, he’s not here to stroke Mang0’s and Armada’s egos. No.
The age of the Gods is over. This is the age of the Plup Club.

